The club rocked as fans and friends of Z-92’s morning show hosts showed up to help salute Mike Tyler and Todd Brandt. Among them was “redneck” comedian Larry the Cable Guy who questioned his friends being honored by the Press Club: “Most people thought they’d be honored by the Depressed Club.” Dr. Ed Dominguez flew in from Tyler, Texas, to roast the two men on whose show he appears. Travis Justice of KMTV was the emcee. Another roaster was the duo’s boss, Steve Wexler, of the Journal Broadcast Group, who said: “The reason they are influential is they are real. They cut through the audio wallpaper. They understand their audience.” Todd-n-Tyler have had one of Omaha’s top-ranked radio programs since they began working together 13 years before. The program format is described as “adult oriented” with a wide range of topics. Brandt is a North Dakota native who attended Arizona State University in Tempe. Mike Tyler is a Pennsylvania native and graduate of Millersville (Pa) University.